
Over 16,500 Retail Locations Nationwide Now
Offer Crypto Dispensers' CDReload Service for
Unprecedented Bitcoin Access

Don't Let Exchanges Gamble With Your Money

Crypto Dispensers Streamlines Bitcoin

Access with CDReload Service at Over

16,500 Retail Locations Across the US

CHICAGO, IL, USA, March 19, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Crypto

Dispensers, a trailblazer in

cryptocurrency ATM services since

2017, is excited to announce a

significant milestone: the successful

expansion of their groundbreaking

CDReload service to over 16,500 retail

locations across the United States. By

partnering with a wide array of

prominent retail chains, Crypto

Dispensers delivers an efficient and

user-friendly solution for customers to

convert cash into Bitcoin, while offering

competitive fees compared to

conventional Bitcoin ATMs.

Crypto Dispensers' CDReload service streamlines the process of accessing cryptocurrency

services. Customers simply create an account on the Crypto Dispensers website, verify their

identity, and generate a barcode on their mobile device. At any participating retail location,

customers present the barcode to a cashier, along with the cash amount they wish to deposit.

The funds are then instantly credited to their CDReload account, allowing users to purchase

Bitcoin and transfer it to their preferred Bitcoin wallet.

CDReload eliminates the need for customers to travel great distances in search of a Bitcoin ATM,

many of which may be out of order, sparing users time and aggravation. The service's availability

at numerous retail partners in neighborhoods nationwide ensures unmatched convenience and

cost-effectiveness.

Firas Isa, Founder and CEO of Crypto Dispensers, emphasizes the importance of financial

independence and safeguarding one's assets from inflation, potential bank closures, and

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.cryptodispensers.com/cdreload
http://www.cryptodispensers.com/bitcoin-atms
https://locations.cryptodispensers.com/cdreload?_gl=1*v2orj5*_ga*MTU2MDg1Mzg0NC4xNjc4ODM3NDcy*_ga_QCN21ZDLPY*MTY3OTIwNDc4Ny40LjEuMTY3OTIwNDgzMy4wLjAuMA..


We are committed to

making financial freedom

more attainable for

everyone.”

Firas Isa

untrustworthy exchanges. He states, "Our mission at

Crypto Dispensers is to empower individuals to take

control of their financial future. CDReload serves as a

powerful tool in protecting hard-earned assets from the

threats of inflation, bank failures, and unreliable

exchanges. We are committed to making financial freedom

more attainable for everyone."

To commemorate this major expansion, Crypto Dispensers is offering a limited-time promotion

for new users: a $25 bonus for those making the minimum cash deposit with CDReload for the

first time. This enticing offer is designed to promote wider adoption of cryptocurrency and

reward customers for trying the CDReload service.

Crypto Dispensers is proud to be the first crypto ATM operator to surpass 16,500 locations. The

company's unwavering commitment to accessibility and affordability has fueled its impressive

growth. As it continues to add new retail partners to its network, Crypto Dispensers is making

the acquisition of Bitcoin more convenient than ever before. With coverage in all 50 states,

CDReload is available to users from coast to coast.

For more information about Crypto Dispensers and the CDReload service, visit

www.cryptodispensers.com.

About Crypto Dispensers:

Established in 2017, Crypto Dispensers has been an innovator in the cryptocurrency ATM

industry, dedicated to providing accessible and affordable services to customers. The company's

pioneering CDReload service has transformed the way people convert cash into Bitcoin,

delivering unparalleled convenience and competitive fees compared to traditional Bitcoin ATMs.

Crypto Dispensers is devoted to expanding the cryptocurrency ecosystem by simplifying access

to digital currencies for users everywhere.

Firas Isa

Virtual Assets, LLC d/b/a Crypto Dispensers
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